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SUMMARY
In this paper, we develop an algorithm to compute robust MPC explicit solutions for constrained MIMO
systems with internal uncertainties and external disturbances. Our approach is based on a recursive closed-
loop prediction strategy to realize a ﬁnite horizon robust MPC regulator, which has the feature that only
one-step state prediction is su cient to realize robust MPC with an arbitrary prediction horizon. The paper
deﬁnes a set of recursive sub-optimization problems as multiple-parametric sub-quadratic programming
(mp-SQP), and shows that the optimal solution to the mp-SQP problem is piecewise a ne functions of
states, associated with piece objectives and state critical regions. Asymptotic closed-loop stability can be
guaranteed by a terminal weighting and a terminal feedback gain; also by introducing two tuning variables,
the algorithm is capable of adjusting the trade-o  between system performance and robustness. The state
admissible set, which is not easily derived from physical vision, is constructed by two methods: a piecewise
linear norm of signals, and polyhedral Voronoi sets. Finally, two simulation examples demonstrate that the
algorithm is e cient, feasible and ﬂexible, and can be applied to both slow and fast industrial MIMO
systems. Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. A survey on barriers of robust MPC
Introduced over two decades ago, model predictive control (MPC) is nowadays arguably the
most widely accepted control design technique in control of industrial processes [1–3]. It is
featured by invoking system input and output constraints into system regulation and
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Copyright # 2006 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.guaranteeing closed-loop stability for nominal MPC systems. To improve the adaptability,
recent research extends nominal MPC into the area of robust MPC (RMPC), which
incorporates system internal or external uncertainties with controller design [4,5]. However, a
number of challenges exist in RMPC.
The ﬁrst di culty comes from the computational complexity of future state/output
predictions. As an evidence, for systems with linear discrete state-space models and perturbed
system A-matrices, high-order uncertain terms appear in the expressions of predicted signals.
Therefore, it is essential for a successful RMPC algorithm to have a proper way describing
the characteristics of these high-order uncertain factors. Over the past several years,
various strategies have been developed: Langson et al. [6] proposed an uncertain ‘tube’ to
maintain controlled trajectories inside the tube under an associated piecewise a ne control
policy. Park and Jeong [7] modiﬁed system parameter perturbations into the structured
uncertainties bounded by a parametric increment rate. Casavola et al. [8] kept using
the traditional norm-bounded uncertainties in the feedback loop and took advantages of
the robustness analysis tool, developed by Primbs and Nevistic [9], to realize robust
moving horizon control. Fukushima and Bitmead [10] constructed a comparison model
for the worst-case analysis and combined it with a robust Lyapunov function to simplify
quadratic programming with uncertain terms. Wang and Rawlings [11] put forward a
convex hull set for all possible system uncertain terms and used a family of the subsystems
(no uncertain terms) in the structure of node-branch-tree to predict future variables.
Although these algorithms facilitate state/output predictions, few of them are capable of
incorporating both system internal uncertainties (modelling perturbation) and external
disturbances with the system regulation. The discussion on RMPC with internal and external
uncertainties are covered by [12–14], but these papers postulated that external disturbances
were constant unknown variables, which is not the case in most of industrial processes. In order
to attenuate both internal uncertainties and external disturbances without aggravating the
computational complexity, we propose a novel RMPC strategy, explicit RMPC in a recursive
closed-loop prediction. In this paper, one-step state/output prediction is su cient to realize
RMPC with an arbitrary horizon length; consequently, the highest order of uncertain terms
in formulation is just one. To this end, an essential idea, the closed-loop prediction pattern,
is employed.
The second barrier of RMPC lies in the e ciency of on-line MPC implementation. This
point can be understood from the ‘tetralogy’ of traditional RMPC: Determine initial
parameters, perform state/output predictions, optimize input sequence, and implement the
ﬁrst optimal input. All four steps have to be completed within one sampling period; and
considering the nature of computational complexity, it takes a long time to execute the whole
procedure so that, this limitation restricts the application of RMPC in industries [15–17].
A natural strategy to overcome this barrier is using o -line RMPC, namely, o -line calculating
optimal inputs and on-line implementing them. Wan and Kothare [18] proposed an o -line
RMPC which gave a sequence of explicit control laws corresponding to a sequence of
asymptotic stable invariant ellipsoids constructed o -line, one within another in state-space
sets. But some disadvantages are inherited from the algorithm origin}on-line inﬁnite
horizon RMPC (IH-RMPC) [19], e.g. the ﬁxed length of input and output horizons weakens
the tuning freedom of the RMPC algorithms. Apparently, it is necessary to develop a new
o -line RMPC, based on the explicit optimal solution to the objective, instead of just
approximation.
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In 2002, Bemporad et al. [20] presented an algorithm with explicit state-feedback solutions
treating both ﬁnite and inﬁnite horizon nominal MPC; and later it was extended to
explicit nominal MPC with the objective in the form of the mixed 1=1 norm criterion [21].
The scheme skillfully employs multiple-parametric quadratic programming (mp-QP), and
concludes a series of a ne functions of x k  as the optimal inputs deﬁned over corresponding
state critical regions [22]. But for this algorithm, one assumption is critical}the system model
is assumed to be known exactly, no internal/external uncertainties. In our studies, we try
to eliminate such a strict requirement while taking advantages of the characteristics of
o -line optimization to improve the robustness of the algorithm. The motivation comes from
Reference [23] which developed a numerical RMPC approach in a unique closed-loop prediction
fashion. Contrary to the traditional forward optimization pattern, closed-loop optimization
calculates predicted inputs in the backward direction, i.e. optimizing predicted input
u k   i   1jk  before u k   ijk : Only one-step state/output prediction is su cient within
each iteration loop, and the control results can technically simulate RMPC with an arbitrary
predictive horizon. Although the algorithm in this paper su ers from the curse of dimensionality
(the paper just discussed systems with one dimension) and only guarantees the stability of
inﬁnite-horizon RMPC, it provides insight into the properties of explicit RMPC and assesses
the e ectiveness of recursive sub-optimization to RMPC regulators. Here we will develop the
o -line RMPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction, and show that the design can be recast
into a set of multiple-parametric sub-quadratic programming (mp-SQP) problems. The
corresponding optimal solutions are a series of piecewise a ne functions of the state. To this
end, two challenges are proposed in the sequel: How to derive the optimal solution to multiple-
parametric sub-quadratic programming (mp-SQP)? and how to unify the objective structure while
performing predictions in the recursive closed-loop pattern? Another non-trivial problem, how to
derive the admissible state set from physical insights, is also covered in this paper. Some convex
optimization concepts, speciﬁcally, piecewise liner norms, Chebychev centres and Voronoi sets
[24], are introduced in the sequel.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we will give the deﬁnitions of o -
line RMPC and the admissible state set; issues on closed-loop stability and robustness are also
covered in this section. In Section 3, we will address the details of explicit RMPC in the recursive
closed-loop prediction. In Section 4, we will list the steps of the o -line RMPC algorithm,
meanwhile analyse how to convert robust o set-free control into a robust regulation problem.
In Section 5, we will use a double integrator system and an industrial continuous-stirred-tank
reactor (CSTR) to demonstrate the e ectiveness of our algorithm. In Section 6, we will provide
ﬁnal conclusions.
Notation
* S
n
  denotes the space of symmetric non-negative deﬁnite n   n matrices, and S
n
   for the
space of symmetric positive matrices.
* kvk
2
P  
4 vTPv denotes the weighted 2-norm of a vector v; where P 2 S
n
 :
%
s X ; % s X  are
minimal and maximal singular values of a matrix X:
* x k   i  denotes the predicted state over the kth prediction horizon, similar to the
deﬁnitions of u k   i  and y k   i ; i.e. x k   i  
4 x k   ijk  for ease of notation.
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The superscript ‘o’ stands for the corresponding optimal or sub-optimal solution, e.g. xo:
* %     and k  g  denote the generalized elementwise (strict) inequality signs, i.e. x%
xmax , xj4xmax;j for 8j:
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A system with structured internal and external uncertainties and bounded output disturbances is
given as
x k   1    Ax k    Bu k    f D k ;d k ;x k ;k 
y k    Cx k    Cdd k   1 
where x k  2 R
n stands for the state, u k  2 R
m for the input, and y k  2 R
q for the output. A; B;
C and Cd are all constant matrices of appropriate dimensions. The pair of  A;B  is stabilizable.
d k  2 R
l is a combination of input and output disturbances, satisfying
dT k Wdd k 41; Wd 2 S
l
   2 
f    is a time-varying non-linear function with uncertain terms in the form of
jjf D k ;d k ;x k ;k jj24mkx k k2  3 
which represents system internal uncertainties D k  and external disturbances d k : The structure
of (3) is widely used in perturbed systems, where m gauges the bound of system uncertainties [25].
A more speciﬁed structure of f    is as follows:
j fi D k ;d k ;x k ;k  j 4aijwT
i xj; i   1;2;...;n  4 
where wi is a linear weighting vector in R
n and ai > 0 is used to scale the uncertain e ect on each
channel. Through routine algebraic manipulation, one can show that (4) corresponds to (3) with
kf   k24 Trace GWxWT
x G  
1=2kxk2
where
G   diag ai;...;an ; and Wx    wT
1;...;wT
n T  state weighting 
Moreover, other widely used forms of structured uncertainties can be also converted into (4),
such as structured uncertainties in the feedback loop [19]. Given the system
x k   1     A   TwD k C x k   5 
where Tw is non-singular, and D k  is the internal time-varying uncertainties in the feedback
loop with the structure of
D k    diag D1 k ;...;Dn k  ; and % s Di k  4ai
Setting x   Twz and performing the similarity transformation to (5), we obtain
z k   1    T 1
w ATwz k    f D k ;z k  
where f D k ;z k   
4 D k CTwz k : Obviously,
jf i D k ;z k  j4aij CTw 
izj; i   1;2;...;n
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of (2) and (3).
The robust regulation problem to system (1) is ﬁrst considered, i.e. driving the initial
state x 0  to converge to the origin in the presence of uncertain terms of f    and d k :
Tracking problems, sometimes referred to as o set-free control, are discussed in Section 4.2.
Here we introduce system input and output constraints based on practical operations of
the system.
Deﬁnition 1
The admissible input set Au and output set Ay of system (1) are polyhedral regions deﬁned by
generalized elementwise inequalities,
 D1:1  Au  
4 fu 2 R
mjumin%u%umax;umin;umax 2 R
mg
 D1:2  Ay  
4 fy 2 R
qjymin%y%ymax;ymin;ymax 2 R
qg
where umin  ymin  and umax  ymax  are constant vectors, composed of corresponding channel’s
upper- and low-bounds. If there are no deﬁnitions over the jth input channel constraints, set
umin;j    1 and umax;j    1: Similar rules are also imposed on output constraints.
Given (D1.2) and associated by uncertainty deﬁnitions (2) and (3), the admissible state set can
be derived from two approaches: the piecewise linear norm of output disturbances and a
Chebychev polyhedron with perturbed bounds. Obviously, how to get the admissible state set is
a non-trivial problem.
2.1. Admissible state sets
From (1) and (D1.2), we have
ymin   Cdd k %Cx k %ymax   Cdd k   6 
After determining the bounds of jCd;jd k j  j   1;...;q ; i.e. the piecewise linear norm of
Cdd k ; we can use a polyhedron region as the admissible state set. Given a vector z 2 R
n; a
piecewise linear norm kzkpl is deﬁned by
 D2  kzkpl   max
i 1;...;q
jaT
i zj
where ai 2 R
n is a column linear weighting vector. Although the value of a piecewise linear norm
is not easy to calculate, it can be approximated by a quadratic norm kzkC  C 2 S
n
   : The book
[26] provides a practical approach to compute the piecewise linear norm of lower-dimensional
signals.
Lemma 1 (Boyd et al. [26])
For any P > 0; there exists some constant a51 such that the quadratic norm deﬁned by
kzkC  
4 zTCz   jjC1=2zjj satisﬁes
1=
   
a
p
kzkC4kzkpl4
   
a
p
kzkC  for 8z   7 
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min a
s:t: z
T
j Czj4a;  j   1;2;...;L 
C ai
aT
i a
" #
50;  i   1;2;...;q 
where z1;...;zL are the vertices of the unit ball Bpl of kzkpl; deﬁned by Bpl  
4 fzjkzkpl41g  
Cofz1;...;zLg:
Generally speaking, if l; the order of d k ; is a small integer, we can easily obtain jjCdd k jjpl;
namely, the bound of jCd;jd k j  j   1;...;q  from (7).
Corollary 1
The admissible state set Ax for the perturbed system of (1) with structured uncertainties (2) and
(3) is deﬁned by generalized elementwise inequalities,
ymin   1g%Cx k %ymax   1g  8 
where g 
4    
a
p
% s C1=2W 1=2  and 1 denotes the constant vector with full-one elements. a and C
are constant parameters of the approximation to kCdd k kpl; derived from Lemma 1. ymin and
ymax are output physical limitations.
From the point of view of computational complexity, it is obvious that the number of
vertices L can grow exponentially in q and n; so that Corollary 1 is not practical for systems
with high-order disturbances. To remove such a limitation, Chebychev polyhedra and Voronoi
sets are introduced [24]. The elementwise inequalities of (6) determine the polyhedral set
H d k  : Due to the perturbation of d k ; H    is not just a single polyhedron, instead
it stands for a family of polyhedra with the perturbed bounds. To guarantee all states
satisfying the physical requirements in the presence of disturbances, we try to ﬁgure out
the intersection set of all possible elements of H   ; denoted by Ax: Concluding from the
convex optimization, we know that Ax is a Voronoi set, and the corresponding radius is called
Chebychev radius.
Theorem 1
The admissible state set Ax for the perturbed system of (1) with structured uncertainties (2) and
(3) is deﬁned by a Voronoi set,
Ax  
4 fx k  2 R
njkx k    xok24kx k    xik2g  9 
where xo is the Chebychev centre of polyhedron Ax; and xi  i   1;...;2q  are mirror images of
xo with respect to the corresponding bound, given by
xi   xo  
2d
o
kCik2
 Ci 
T  i   1;...;q   10 
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2d
o
kCik2
 Ci 
T  i   q   1;...;2q   11 
where d
o is the Chebychev radius.
Proof
Expand (9), we have Elx%Er; so that the condition in (9) deﬁnes a polyhedron set which is
consistent with our previous discussion}Ax is the intersection of all possible H   : The centre
of the intersection xo is solvable by a sub-optimization problem, i.e. minimizing the region of
Ax with respect to disturbance d k  and then maximizing the Chebychev ball contained in Ax:
The implicitness of this operation is illustrated by Figure 1. It can be seen that after determining
the co-ordinates of the centre xo and corresponding mirror points xi with respect to bounds, we
are able to write down the expression of Ax: From (6) and the geometric formulation of the
distances between internal point x and boundary hyperplanes, the sub-optimization problem is
given by
max
x
min
d
d  12 
s:t: Cjx   djjCjjj24ymax;j   Cd;jd k   13 
 Cjx   djjC jjj24   ymin;j   Cd;jd k   14 
kd k k
2
Wd41;  j   1;...;q and d > 0   15 
where d is the distance from x 2 Ax to the boundary hyperplanes. To get an approximation to
the solutions of (12), we can tighten the right-hand sides of Equations (13) and (14) from the
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Figure 1. Illustration to Voronoi sets.
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(12) into a linear program. Given the expression of all xi from radius d
o; x1;...;x2q associated
with xo deﬁne a Voronoi set which in fact, is the Voronoi set for the intersection of
H d k  : &
Given the deﬁnitions of state-space model (1) and admissible input and state sets, we can
deﬁne the constrained ﬁnite horizon robust MPC as follows.
Deﬁnition 2
The design of a robust MPC regulator for the perturbed system in (1) with structured
uncertainties (2) and (3), is a constrained sub-optimization problem,
min
U
max
f   
Jk!k Np  16 
Jk!k Np  kx k   Np k
2
P  
X Np 1
i 0
kx k   i k
2
Q   ku k   i k
2
R
s:t: u k   i  2 Au; x k   ijk  2 Ax
x k   i   1    Ax k   i    Bu k   i    f x k   i ;d k   i ;k   i 
u k   i    Fx k   i  if Nu5i4Np;  05Nu4Np   1 
 17 
where Q 2 S
n
 ; R 2 S
m
  are weightings, and P 2 S
n
 ; F are the terminal weighing and the terminal
feedback gain, respectively. Pair  A;B  is stabilizable and  Q1=2;A  detectable.
2.2. Stability and robustness
To combine the stability issue with the MPC formulation together, we deﬁne the objective
function Jk!k Np as a Lyapunov candidate function,
V k    jjx k   Np jj
2
P  
X Np 1
i 0
jjx k   i jj
2
Q   jju k   i jj
2
R
and then the di erence of the Lyapunov functions V k  and V k   1  can be expressed as
DV  jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
P   jjx k   Np jj
2
P
   jjx k   Np jj
2
Q   jju k   Np jj
2
R     jjx k jj
2
Q   jju k jj
2
R 
So if
jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
P   jjx k   Np jj
2
P   jjx k   Np jj
2
Q   jju k   Np jj
2
R40  18 
the closed-loop robust MPC system is asymptotic stable. Inserting state-space model (1) into
(18) and replacing u k   Np  by Fx k   Np ; we have
$ xT  A   BF 
TP A   BF    Q   FTRF   P $ x   2$ xT A   BF 
TP$ f   $ f TP$ f40
where $ x 
4 x k   Np  and $ f denotes terminal uncertainties. So the above inequality is necessary
to the conditions
 A   BF 
TP A   BF    Q   FTRF   P   n $ Q   0  19 
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TP$ f   $ f TP$ f   $ xTn $ Q$ x40  20 
where $ Q 2 S
n
 ; n > 0 are introduced to assist system stability analysis. Obviously, Equation (19)
is an algebraic Riccati equation, which guarantees the feasibility of terminal weighting P and
terminal feedback F; given any pair of tuning parameters $ Q and n: Consequently, the feasibility
of condition (20) plays a critical role on system asymptotic stability.
Theorem 2
The perturbed system (1) with uncertainties bounded by (2) and (3) is asymptotic stable if
n $ Q   I   A   BF 
TP
 P A   BF  m 2I   P
" #
50  21 
where P and F satisfy the algebraic Riccati equation in (19) and n > 0; $ Q 2 S
n
  are stability
tuning parameters.
Proof
From Equation (3) and the S-procedure of LMIs, it can be seen that inequality (20) holds if
2$ xT A   BF 
TP$ f   $ f TP$ f   $ xTn $ Q$ x   $ xT$ x   m 2$ f T$ f40
equivalently,
$ x
$ f
" #T
n $ Q   I   A   BF 
TP
 P A   BF  m 2I   P
" #
$ x
$ f
" #
50
which follows condition (21). Theorem 2 is proven. &
Remark 1
Although $ Q and n are determined by trial-and-error, we should notice that the multiplication n $ Q
must be greater than the identity matrix in order to guarantee the feasibility of the problem in (21).
Theorem 2 o ers a criterion to test whether system (1) with uncertainties (2) and (3) is
asymptotic stable when the bound of disturbances m is given. In other words, given the variables
P; F; n and $ Q which can guarantee the closed-loop stability, we can derive the upper bound of m
from condition (20), namely, the bound of robustness.
Corollary 2
The upper bound of the robustness parameter f    in system (1), with structured uncertainties (2)
and (3), can be determined by
max
% m % m % m > 0 
s:t:
n $ Q   I   A   BF 
TP
* % m 2I   P
" #
> 0
 22 
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  are stability
tuning parameters.
Remark 2
By an auxiliary scalar t > 0; problem (22) can be easily converted into a semi-deﬁnite
optimization problem, i.e. setting t 
4
% m 2 and changing the objective to minimize t: Then the
upper bound of robustness % mo   1=
   
t
p
:
Apparently, the optimal solution % mo is tightly relative to the selection of tuning variables $ Q
and n: Therefore, selecting the di erent values of $ Q and n; we can adjust the conservability of the
RMPC regulator, and achieve the trade-o  between system performance and robustness.
3. ROBUST MPC IN THE RECURSIVE CLOSED-LOOP PREDICTION
RMPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction was initially proposed by Lee and Yu in 1997
[23]. Its crucial di erence from the traditional RMPC problem lies in the prediction pattern. The
algorithm ﬁrst optimizes manipulated input u k   i   1  by a sub-optimization problem, and
then u k   i : The same sub-optimization is iterated Np times and the length of prediction
horizon Np is exactly determined by the number of iteration steps, instead of the number of state
predictions. There is no need to perform multiple-step predictions, and no high-order uncertain
terms to appear in robust MPC formulation, which is one of the notorious barriers of robust
MPC design. Because of the nature of the recursive closed-loop prediction, the optimal value of
piece objective Jk i 1!Np will be a part of the expression of objective Jk i!Np: This property
emphasizes the e ect of future predicted feedback gains on the current predicted feedback
regulation, and thus giving rise to a more ﬂexible MPC regulator.
3.1. Mathematical formulation
The total objective Jk!k Np is divided into Np pieces, and the ﬁrst piece to be optimized is
Jk Np 1!k Np: From the stability analysis above, we have
Jo
k Np 1!k Np   max
f   
jjx k   Np jj
2
P   jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
Q   jju k   Np   1 jj
2
R  23 
s:t: x k   Np     A   BF x k   Np   1    f     24 
u k   Np   1    Fx k   Np   1   25 
Notice that the terminal manipulated input uo k   Np   1    Fx k   Np   1 ; is regulated
by solving an algebraic Riccati equation, instead of MPC solutions. Replacing x k   Np  by
x k   Np   1  from model (24), we have
Jo
k Np 1!k Np   h1 x k   Np   1   and uo k   Np   1    g1 x k   Np   1    26 
where the subscript ‘1’ of h and g denotes the horizon length. Set Jo
k Np 1!k Np as a term of piece
objective Jk Np 2!k Np; and then optimize manipulated input u k   Np   2  in the recursive
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Jo
k Np 2!k Np   min
u k Np 2 
max
f   
 jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
Q
  jju k   Np   2 jj
2
R   h1 x k   Np   1     27 
s:t:x k   Np   1    Ax k   Np   2    Bu k   Np   2    f   
x k   Np   1  2 Ax; u k   Np   2  2 Au
 28 
We ﬁrst assume that a pair of analytic (explicit) solutions to (27) are available, and let
Jo
k Np 2!k Np   h2 x k   Np   2   and uo k   Np   2    g2 x k   Np   2    29 
Comparing Equations (27) and (23), if h1    is a quadratic function of x k   Np   1 ; they share
exactly the same structure, except that the predicted state is pushed one-step backwards. This
property will play a pivotal role later on. Iterate the operation of (27) to each piece objective
recursively until we reach the optimization of total objective Jk!k Np;
Jk!k Np   min
u k 
max
f   
 jjx k jj
2
Q   jju k jj
2
R   hNp 1 x k   1     30 
subject to state-space model (1) and the admissible state and input sets. Replace x k   1  by
x k ; the current manipulated input uo k  is ﬁnally created by
Jo
k!k Np   hNp x k   and uo k    gNp x k    31 
After sending uo k    gNp x k   to the real process, we ﬁnish the design of RMPC in the
recursive closed-loop prediction. Generally speaking, the above closed-loop RMPC schemes can
be summarized as a recursive optimization problem,
Jo
k!k Np   min
u k 
max
f   
 jjx k jj
2
Q   jju k jj
2
R
        min
* u k Np 2 
max
f   
 jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
P   jju k   Np   2 jj
2
Q
  max
f   
jjx k   Np jj
2
P   jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
Q   jjFx k   Np   1 jj
2
R    32 
Remark 3
Robust MPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction avoids multiple-step state/output
predictions; this reduces the computational complexity dramatically. But how to get the
analytic (explicit) solutions of (29)–(31) is critical. Determining the explicit solutions to
constrained sub-optimal quadratic programming is a non-trivial issue.
Remark 4
The optimal solutions fg1 x k   Np   1  ;...;gNp x k  g should be piecewise linear or piecewise
a ne functions of predicted states, and piece objectives
fJo
k Np 1!k Np;...;Jo
k!k Npg
should be quadratic functions of predicted states. Otherwise, we cannot get the uniform
structure of piece objectives. Apparently, these are two big challenges for explicit robust MPC.
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Deﬁnition 3
The optimal problem in the form of
min
z max
D k 
1
2
zTHzz   y k 
THzyz  
1
2
y k 
THyy k 
s:t:Gzz4Gc   Gyy k 
y k   1    Y y k ;D k  
is deﬁned as multiple-parametric sub-quadratic programming (mp-SQP), where y k  2 R
n is the
dynamic parameter vector, z 2 R
m is the optimal variable and D k  is the predeﬁned structured
uncertainty. Hz 2 S
m
  ; Hy 2 S
n
 ; and all other matrices are constant with proper dimensions.
Y    is a piecewise linear or a ne function.
Obviously, one-step robust MPC in the recursive prediction is an mp-SQP problem. We ﬁrst
assume that hNp i 1    is a quadratic function of x k   i   1 ;
hNp i 1      jjx k   i   1 jj
2
PNp i 1   ZNp i 1x k   i   1    ONp i 1  33 
where PNp i 1 2 S
n
  and ZNp i 1; ONp i 1 are constant matrices. Substitute x k   i   1  by
x k   i ; insert the result into (33), and then derive
hNp i 1     jjA& x   B& u   f   jj
2
PNp i 1   ZNp i 1 A& x   B& u   f       ONp i 1
4jjA& x   B& ujj
2
# PNp i 1   ZNp i 1 A& x   B& u    # ONp i 1  34 
where
# ONp i 1  
4 1
4 ZNp i 1ZT
Np i 1   ONp i 1    m2   2m2% s2 PNp i 1  & xT& x
# PNp i 1  
4 2PNp i 1
m is the robustness bound deﬁned in (3). For ease of notation, & x 
4 x k   i  and & u 
4 u k   i :
Based on the assumption on hNp i 1    in (33), the following theorem is given:
Theorem 3
One-step robust MPC in the recursive prediction for perturbed system (1) with structured
uncertainties (2) and (3) can be converted into an mp-QP problem.
Proof
From inequality (34), it can be seen that
 jjx k   i jj
2
Q   jju k   i jj
2
R   hNp i 1 x k   i   1   
4jj& xjj
2
Q   jj& ujj
2
R   jjA& x   B& ujj
2
# PNp i 1   ZNp i 1 A& x   B& u    # ONp i 1  35 
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Jo
k i!k Np   min
& u
1
2 & uTH& u& u   & xTH& u& x& u   # Z& u   H& x# o  36 
s:t: & u 2 Au; x k   i   1  2 Ax  37 
where H& x# o  
4  & xT AT # PNp i 1A   Q & x   ZNp i 1A& x   # ONp i 1 ; H& u& x  
4  2AT # PNp i 1B ;
H& u  
4 2 BT # PNp i 1B   R  2 S
m
   (B has the full-column rank), and # Z 
4 ZNp i 1B for ease of
notation. To satisfy the constraint of (37), we need x k   i   1  satisfying
Elx k   i   1 %Er
El and Er are structured matrices of Ax: Therefore, it is required that
ElA& x   ElB& u%Er   Elf   
From the condition of (3) and the Chebychev polyhedron H associated to Ax; we can easily
derive the bound of Elf   ; denoted by % f and
%
f: Set
fb   max j% fj;j
%
fj 
so that ElA& x   ElB& u%Er   fb: Consequently, the optimal problem of piece objective Jk i!k Np
can be solved by minimizing a quadratic function:
Jo
k i!k Np   min
& u
1
2 & uTH& u& u   & xTH& u& x& u   # Z& u   H& x# o  38 
s:t: G& u& u4G& c   G& x& x  39 
where
G& u  
4
ElB
0
I
 I
2
6 6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 7 5
; G& c  
4
Er   fb
Er
umax
 umin
2
6 6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 7 5
; and G& x  
4
 ElA
 El
0
0
2
6 6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 7 5
 40 
Apparently, (38) is an mp-QP problem. &
Theorem 4
The analytic (explicit) solutions to the mp-QP problem in (38) are piecewise a ne functions of & x;
over the corresponding state critical region Aj
x; where index j denotes the jth critical region
within the admissible state set Ax:
Proof
Taking advantages of the Lagrange multiplier lk0; we can convert the constrained mp-QP
problem in (38) into an unconstrained mp-QP problem. Motivated by the properties of
optimization duality, we separate l into two parts, i.e. lN   0 (non-active constraints) and
lAg0 (active constraints), where l    l
T
N;l
T
A T: Suppose that there exists a combination of
active constraints * G& u; * G& c; * G& x out of the constraints in (39), and the rows of * G& u are linear
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active multiplier lA can be represented by,
lA     * G& uH 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& uH 1
& u HT
& u& x   * G& x & x    * G& uH 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& c   * G& uH 1
& u # ZT   41 
and the corresponding optimal input & u is
& u    H 1
& u HT
& u& x   H 1
& u * GT
& u * G& uH 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& uH 1
& u HT
& u& x   * G& x  & x
  H 1
& u * GT
& u * G& uH 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& c   * G& uH 1
& u # ZT    H 1
& u # ZT
 
4 S
j
Np i& x   K
j
Np i  42 
which is a piecewise a ne functions of & x: To guarantee the conditions of KKT, we need
G& u S
j
Np i& x   K
j
Np i %G& c   G& x& x; and lAk0  43 
Consequently, we give the expression of Aj
x as
Aj
x  
4 f& x 2 R
njG& u S
j
Np i& x   K
j
Np i 4G& c   G& x& x
 * G& u * H 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& uH 1
& u HT
& u& x   * G& x & x    * G& u * H 1
& u * GT
& u 
 1 * G& c   * G& uH 1
& u # ZT %0g
In the case that there are no active constraints out of the conditions in (39), i.e. * G& u; * G& c; * G& x do not
exist, Equation (42) and condition (43) degenerate to (l   0)
& u    H 1
& u HT
& u& x& x   H 1
& u # ZT  
4 S
j
Np i& x   K
j
Np i  44 
G& u& u   G& c   G& x& x   0  45 
which results in the second case of the explicit solutions to the mp-QP problem in Equation (38),
i.e.
& u   S
j
Np i& x   K
j
Np i  8& x 2 Aj
x   46 
where Aj
x  
4 f& x 2 R
njG& u& u   G& c   G& x& x   0g: Both expressions (42) and (46) are piecewise a ne
functions. &
There is a shortcut to determine * G& u; * G& c; and * G& x; a combination of active constraints out of
(39). Set xo as the Chebychev centre of the admissible state set Ax; and insert xo into the
constraints in (39). We can uniquely determine an optimal solution & uo; consequently, we can ﬁnd
a set of constraints % G& u& u   % G& c   % G& x& x; and then choose a combination of active constraints with
the possible maximal full-row rank to act as * G& u; * G& c; and* G& x out of % G& u; % G& c and % G& x: Based on such
a combination, we can derive a critical region Aj
x: One may ask: how to explore the rest space
RA
j
x  
4 Ax   Aj
x and generate the new critical region Ai
x? A practical method was developed by
Dua and Pistikopoulos [27], which can guarantee that the union of all critical regions Aj
xs cover
the entire polyhedron Ax; i.e. any point in the admissible state set corresponds to a control
policy. The interested can refer to References [20,22,28] for details.
Remark 5
Theorem 4 concludes that the optimal solution of the manipulated input & u is a piecewise a ne
function of & x; over the corresponding state critical region Aj
x: The result is consistent to
Remark 4.
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In order to get Jo
k!k Np in the recursive closed-loop prediction, Jk!k Np is separated into Np
pieces and Jk Np 1!k Np is the ﬁrst piece objective to be optimized. From (23), (3) and (19), it
can be shown that
Jo
k Np 1!k Np4jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
P1  47 
where P1  
4   A   BF 
TP A   BF    P   n $ Q   2m2% s2 P I : Based on (47), the piece objective
Jk N 2!k Np can be deﬁned as
Jk Np 2!k Np   min
u k Np 2jkt 
max
f   
 jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
P1
  jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
Q   jju k   Np   2 jj
2
R ;  P1 2 S
n
    48 
s:t: x k   Np   1  2 Ax; u k   Np   2  2 Au  49 
Set x k   Np   2  2 Ax as a parameter vector, so (48) is an mp-SQP problem. From Theorems 3
and 4, we know that the mp-SQP in (48) can be converted into mp-QP, and the corresponding
optimal solution uo x k   Np   1   is a piecewise a ne function, satisfying
uo k   N   2    g2 x       S
j
2x k   N   2    K
j
2; 8x    2 A
j
x   
Therefore,
Jo
k Np 2!k Np  h2 x       jjx k   Np   1 jj
2
P1   jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
Q
  jjS
j
2x k   Np   2    K
j
2jj
2
R
4jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
P2   Z2x k   Np   2    O2  50 
where
P2  
4 jjA   BS
j
2jj
2
2P1   Q   jjS
j
2jj
2
R    3% s2 P1  m2I
Z2  
4 2K
jT
2  BTP1 A   BS
j
2    RS
j
2 
O2  
4 jjBK
j
2jj
2
2P1   jjK
j
2jj
2
R  51 
So the optimization problem of piece objective Jk Np 3!k Np is updated to
Jk Np 3!k Np  jjx k   Np   3 jj
2
Q   jju k   Np   3 jj
2
R   h2 x    
 jjx k   Np   3 jj
2
Q   jju k   Np   3 jj
2
R
  jjx k   Np   2 jj
2
P2   Z2x k   Np   2    O2  52 
Notice that Equation (50) shares the exactly same structure of assumption (33), which is
imposed on Theorem 4.
Theorem 5
The optimal solution to the mp-SQP problem for piece objective Jk i!k Np; Jo
k i!k Np  
hNp i 1   ; is a quadratic function, satisfying
hNp i      jjx k   i jj
2
PNp i   ZNp ix k   i    ONp i
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PNp i   jjA   BS
j
Np ijj
2
2PNp i 1   Q   jjS
j
Np ijj
2
R    3% s2 PNp i 1  m2I
ZNp i   2K
jT
Np i BTPNp i 1 A   BS
j
Np i    RS
j
Np i 
ONp i   jjBK
j
Np ijj
2
2PNp i 1   jjK
j
Np ijj
2
R
S
j
Np i and K
j
Np i are the optimal solutions to piece objective Jk i 1!k Np; and superscript ‘j’ is the
index to the corresponding critical region.
Proof
Apparently, iterating the operation of (50) and (52) in the recursive pattern till instant (k   i),
we can derive that the sub-optimal solution Jo
k i!k Np is a quadratic function of x k   i  over
parameters expressions of PNp i; ZNp i and ONp i: &
Based on Theorem 5, we remove the assumption imposed on Theorem 4. In a word,
we overcome two challenges of RMPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction proposed in
Remark 4.
3.4. Controller implementation
By iterating Theorems 3–5, the ﬁnal optimal inputs uo k  can be presented by a series of
piecewise a ne functions of x k ; associated with Jo
k!k Np x k   and critical region A
j
x k 
 14j4s : Here s denotes the number of state set partitions. Due to non-uniqueness of partitions
at di erent prediction loops, although in the same loop the partition is disjointed, it is possible
that one critical region A
j
x k  possesses more than one expressions of uo k  and Jo
k!k Np x k  ; i.e.
uo k  
4 fuo;1 x k  ;uo;2 x k  ;...g
Jo
k!k Np    
4 fJ
o;1
k!k Np   ;J
o;2
k!k Np   ;...g
In this case, we just evaluate all J
o;j
k!k Np    candidates, and send uo;j k  which leads to the
smallest J
o;j
k!k Np    to the real process. This procedure can be illustrated by a CSTR system in
Section 5}the control for an industrial MIMO system.
4. ALGORITHMS OF ROBUST MPC
We can generate an e cient o -line RMPC, which just performs one-step predictions within a
computation loop, but can realize RMPC with an arbitrary horizon length. So, the algorithm
has more tuning freedom over o -line inﬁnite horizon RMPC (IH-RMPC). Here are steps:
1. Given the perturbed system in (1) with structured uncertainties (3) and bounded
disturbances (2), derive the state admissible set Ax from system input/output physical
characteristics.
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the trade-o  between the closed-loop performance and robustness. Solve an algebraic
Riccati equation and get the terminal weighting P and the terminal feedback gain F:
Derive the optimal expressions of g1 and h1; and set i   Np   2 initially.
3. Solve the mp-SQP problem of piece objective Jk i!k Np: Store the expressions of the
optimal solutions of gNp i   ; hNp i    and the corresponding Ax partition. Set i   i   1:
4. Check whether i   0: If yes, store optimal solution uo k    gNp x k  ; Jo
k!k Np   hNp x k  
and Ax partition fA1
x k ;...;As
x k g: Purge the memories for intermediate variables
gNp i   ; hNp i    and other partitions. If 05i4Np 2; go to Step 3.
5. Exist the loop. Send the expression uo k  and Jo
k!k Np to the evaluation block of a real
precess and prepare for controller implementation.
6. From the state measure of x k ; locate the state position: Supposing x k  2 A
j
x k ; evaluate
all of J
o;j
k!k Np x k   candidates, and send uo;j k  which leads to the smallest J
o;j
k!k Np x k  
to the real process.
7. If jjx k jj5e; exist. Otherwise, update x k  to x k   1 ; and go to Step 6. ‘e’ is a prespeciﬁed
positive scalar, and jjx k jj is the proper norm of x k  as the measurement rule of system
performance.
8. End procedure.
4.1. O set-free robust MPC
In Section 1, we mentioned that by solving linear or quadratic programming, problems of
robust o set-free control can be converted into a robust regulation problem. In this sub-section,
we will elaborate on this point.
Because of the presence of uncertainties and disturbances, it is unrealistic to force the terminal
state or output to follow the prespeciﬁed reference r without any static errors. Therefore, we just
expect to manipulate the terminal states or outputs, namely, the state xs and output ys in the
best way of certain measurement policies. Since small perturbations are inevitable, here we
propose a QP problem to calculate xs; static input us and nominal disturbance % d:
 xs;us; % d  
4 arg min
xs;us;% d
jjesjj
2
Qs  53a 
s:t: % dTWd % d41  53b 
ys   CAxs   CBus    CBd   Cd % d  53c 
es  
4 ys   r; us 2 Au and ys 2 Ay  53d 
where es is for the static tracking error and Qs 2 S
q
  is the objective weighting. Equation (53a) is
deﬁned as a constrained QP problem and there exist lots of solvers to such a problem.
Moreover, implementing Schur complements, the problem can be easily converted into a
generalized eigenvalue problem (EVP) [26], for which LMI solvers exist for solutions.
Based on the values of us; xs; ys and % d; we can perform the similarity transformation to system
(1) and derive a shifted system:
* x k   1    A* x k    B* u k    Bd * d k 
* y k    C* x k    Cd * d k   54 
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4 x k    xs; similar to the deﬁnitions of * u k ; * y k ; and * d k : Therefore, to achieve the
o set-free control to the system of (1) is equivalent to regulate * x k ; the state of (54), to the
origin.
5. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
Here we will use two simulation examples to demonstrate the e ectiveness of explicit RMPC in
the recursive closed-loop prediction: a double integrator system and a linearized continuous-
stirred-tank-reactor (CSTR) system (a 2   2 system). The Hybrid Toolbox, a Matlab package, is
used to visualize the state-space partition. For the interested, please refer to http://www.dii.un
isi.it/bemporad/.
5.1. Double integrator
The double integrator can be represented by a state-space model with two eigenvalues located
at 1;
x k   1   
1 1
0 1
" #
x k   
0
1
" #
u k   
1
1
" #
d k   55 
where d k  is a random variable, simulated by Matlab function ‘rand’ and satisﬁes
jjd k k240:1jjx k k2 (internal uncertainties). In the sequel, we ﬁrst indicate the e ects of
uncertainties on nominal MPC algorithm, and then design a RMPC regulator in the recursive
closed-loop prediction to suppress d k : A nominal MPC regulator is created by the approach
developed by Bemporad et al. [20]. The initial conditions are given by
P  
2:6235 1:6296
1:6296 2:6457
" #
; F     0:6136   1:6099 
Q  I; R   0:01; Nu   Ny   3; x0     2;1 T; u0   0
 1%u t %1;  inf%y t %inf  no output=state constraints 
 56 
Figure 2(a) shows the state-space partition, overlapped by the state convergent trajectory. It can
be seen that terminal states keep oscillating around the origin and the amplitude is quite large.
Figure 2(b) gives more illustrative results: The input keeps switching from the upper bound to
the lower bound, consequently leading to the oscillation and big overshoot in states. Therefore,
nominal explicit MPC cannot suppress uncertainties.
Now design the robust explicit MPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction. Based on
Theorem 2, initial conditions can be determined as
P  
7:7477 4:9537
4:9537 8:1698
" #
; # Q  
1 0:1
0:1 1:2
" #
F    0:6056   1:6044 ; n   2
 57 
and keep other parameters the same as in (56). Given the values of # Q and n; we derive the upper
bound of system robustness, % m   0:1549 (if n   1:5; % m   0:1433). From this point of view, our
a ne o -line RMPC have 54:9% robustness margin (43:3% if n   1:5). Because Np   3; we need
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optimal piece objective Jo
k 2!k 3: Equation (58) lists the critical intermediate parameters. The
constant terms ONp i are omitted because their value does not a ect the optimal solutions to
piece objectives (refer to Equation (51)). By solving piece objective Jk 1!k 3; the state-space is
partitioned into 3 critical regions A
j
x k 1  (see Figure 3(a)). Therefore, optimizing Jk!k 3 in all
Ax k 1 ; we derive three di erent partitions of Ax k  which are shown in Figures 3(b)–(d).
PNp 1  
13:8286 9:4977
9:4977 13:8507
" #
; ZNp 1    0 0 
PNp 2;1  
46:9773 46:8064
46:8064 112:9749
" #
; PNp 2;2  
46:9961 46:8526
46:8526 113:0884
" #
PNp 2;3  
46:9773 46:8064
46:8064 112:9749
" #
; ZNp 2;1    0 0 
ZNp 2;2    18:9954   46:6968 ; ZNp 2;3    18:9954 46:6968   58 
Using the policy proposed in Section 3.4, implement optimal input uo k : The performance of
closed-loop system is shown in Figure 4. It is obvious that RMPC is capable of suppressing
internal uncertainty d k  completely. Using a laptop with Pentium 4 processor and 512MB
Ram, the simulation only costs  0:37   0:33   0:31   0:27    1:28 s for o -line-optimization
(simulation length equals to 50). Therefore, the algorithm is quite e cient.
To illustrate the precision of our algorithm, we use an existing o -line IH-RMPC algorithm,
Bisection RMPC to design the controller for system (55) [18]. The essential idea of Bisection
RMPC is creating a series of ellipsoidal invariant sets, which correspond to a series of structured
matrices Qi and feedback gains Fi; and forcing these ellipsoidal sets to shrink along the state
0 1 2 3
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u
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(a) (b)
Figure 2. A nominal MPC regulator: (a) state-space partitions overlapped by the state trajectory;
and (b) the trajectories of the states and the input.
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searching the table in the bisection manner, we can realize on-line implementation. Figure 5(a)
shows the shrinking invariant sets, which are superposed by the state phase plane. From
Figures 5(b)–(d), it can be seen that the optimal performance derived from a ne RMPC (our
method) is better than that of Bisection RMPC.
5.2. Linearized CSTR
Consider a ﬁrst-order CSTR (an industrial MIMO plant), where chemical species A react to
form species B: A ! B [29]. Figure 6(a) illustrates the physical structure of the system, where
CAi is the input concentration of a key reactant A; CA is the output concentration of A;T is
0 5 10 15
0
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3
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Parameter set of optimization Jk+1  k+3
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Parameter set of optimization Jk  k+3 4 regions (Case II)
     3 regions Parameter set of optimization Jk  k+3 3 regions (Case I)
Parameter set of optimization Jk  k+3 3 regions (Case III)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. State-space partitions of RMPC: (a) objective Jk 1!k 3 (Loop I); (b) objective Jk!k 3 (Case I,
Loop II); (c) objective Jk!k 3 (Case II, Loop II); and (d) objective Jk!k 3 (Case III, Loop II).
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state x    CA;T T; the input u    Tc;CAi T; and then the discretized state-space model is
given by
x k   1   
a11 a12
a21 a22
" #
x k   
b11 b12
b21 b22
" #
u k 
y k   
1 0
0 1
" #
x k   
1
1
" #
d k   59 
where d 2   0:1;0:1  is an unknown time-varying disturbance. By experiments, we ﬁnd some
uncertain terms inherent in parameters a11 and a22: The nominal values are
% A  
% a11 % a12
% a21 % a22
2
4
3
5  
0:9719  0:0013
 0:0340 0:8628
2
4
3
5
B  
% b11 % b12
% b21 % b22
2
4
3
5  
 0:0839 0:0232
0:0761 0:4144
2
4
3
5
and real values are a11   % a11   * a11; a22   % a22   * a22 where * a11; * a22 are both time-varying
variables, bounded in the range   0:1;0:1  (simulated by ‘rand’ function in programming).
Recasting system (59) into the form of the structured model uncertainties deﬁned in (3) and (4),
we have
x k   1    % Ax k    Bu k    f x k ; * a11; * a22 
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Figure 4. The performance of a ne RMPC (our approach): (a) state phase plane overlapped by the
nominal RMPC case; and (b) the trajectories of a ne RMPC.
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ymin    ymax     1; 1 T: We can base on the piecewise linear norm of d k  or Voronoi sets to
derive the admissible state set Ax   fx 2 R
n j Mlx%Mrg; where
Ml  
3:6 0
 3:6 0
0 3:6
0  3:6
2
6 6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 7 5
; Mr  
3:24
3:24
3:24
3:24
2
6 6 6 6 6 4
3
7 7 7 7 7 5
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Figure 5. Comparison of two o -line RMPC algorithms: (a) the invariant sets of bisection RMPC;
(b) comparison of phase planes; (c) state trajectories; and (d) optimal input trajectories.
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P  
9:1123 0:0053
0:0053 4:5746
" #
; F  
4:4878  0:3994
 0:7974  1:7797
" #
Q  2I; R   0:1I; Nu   Ny   3; x0    0:4;0:4 
T; u0   0
# Q  
2 0:1
01 2:2
" #
; n   1  tuning parameters   60 
P and F are the terminal weighting and terminal feedback gain. With the tuning parameters # Q
and n; we can derive the robustness bound % m   0:1642 (robustness margin equals to 64:2%). As
in the same fashion of example 1, total objective Jk!k 3 is optimized in two loop: Loop 1 is for
piece objective Jk 1!k 3 associated with Jo
k 2!k 3; and Loop 2 is for Jk!k 3 associated with
Jo
k 1!k 3: The critical intermediate solutions are given as follows (here subscripts stand for the
number of loops):
1 P1   11:8077  0:1521
 0:1521 4:0773
   
Z1    0 0 
P2;1   19:3932  0:1970
 0:1970 13:1584
   
P2;2   30:5212  0:4242
 0:4242 14:4559
   
P2;3   30:5212  0:4242
 0:4242 14:4559
   
Z2;1    0 0  Z2;2    2:2654 2:3489  Z2;3     2:2654   2:3489 
2 P2;4   30:5212  0:4242
 0:4242 14:4559
   
P2;5   30:5212  0:4242
 0:4242 14:4559
   
P2;6   30:5077  0:5572
 0:5572 13:1456
   
Z2;4   1:6748  3:4690
   
Z2;5    1:6748 3:4690
   
Z2;6   2:0108  0:1596
   
P2;7   30:5077  0:5572
 0:5572 13:1456
   
P2;8   21:6074 2:1097
2:1097 13:7356
   
P2;9   21:6074 2:1097
2:1097 13:7356
   
Z2;7     2:0108 0:1596  Z2;8     1:3396   2:6121  Z2;9    1:3396 2:6121 
In Loop I, the admissible state set is partitioned into 9 regions (Figure 6(b)), and the
partitions in Loop II have 9 possibilities (Figure 7).
It can be seen that the union of all the partitions cover the whole admissible state-space Ax:
That is to say that we can guarantee the feasibility of our algorithm. Moreover, in Figure 7
Partition 2 is symmetric to Partition 3 with respect to the origin, and it is similar to Partitions 4
and 5, Partitions 6 and 7, and Partitions 8 and 9. Therefore, it is possible that one state
measurement x k  corresponds to more than one optimal solutions uo k  and sub-optimal
solutions Jo
k!k 3: In this case, we just select the smallest J
o; j
k!k 3 (where ‘j’ denotes the index of
the smallest variable) and the corresponding uo;j k  as control signals for implementation. From
Figure 7, we can ﬁgure out that the total number of partitions equals to  13   12   2   1  
2   11   2   12   2   85 : But after performing combination, we ﬁnd that the state-space
partition has 14 regions. In order to demonstrate the di erent control results of RMPC on
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Figure 6. (a) a continuous-stirred-tank reactor; and (b) state-space partitions in Loop I.
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Figure 7. State-space partitions in Loop II (x-axis is x1 and y-axis is x2).
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under two conditions: 1. Only system internal uncertainties * a11 and * a22 are considered; 2. Both
internal uncertainties * a11; * a22 and external disturbances d k  are considered. Figures 8(a) and (b)
show the results under Condition I, and Figures 8(c) and (d) are the results under Condition II.
From the ﬁgures, we can say that the RMPC in the recursive closed-loop prediction can
handle the internal uncertainties, which is consistent to the results of double integrator. But for
external uncertainties, the controller can conﬁne the output perturbations within a small region,
but cannot suppress 100%: Figures 8 (b) and (d) illustrate the state convergent trajectories under
both Conditions 1 and 2, where the vertical axis (z-axis) indexes the number of partitions.
Apparently, from these two ﬁgures, we can see that during implementation, manipulated inputs
keep jumping over fuo;1;uo;2;...g: The whole procedure is completed within 8.3s. Thus, RMPC
application in the CSTR industrial system is e cient, ﬂexible and reliable.
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Figure 8. A ne RMPC performance: (a) state/inputs trajectories (no output disturbances); (b) state
convergent trajectories (no output disturbances); (c) state/input trajectories (with output disturbances); and
(d) state convergent trajectories (with output disturbances).
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(59). To illustrate the di erent e ects of internal and external uncertainties on system dynamics,
we ﬁrst set d k    0 and perform controller design by the approaches. Figure 9 shows the
shrinking ellipsoidal sets for the CSTR system. From the comparison results of Figures 10 (a)
and (b), we can see that a ne RMPC delivers better control performance, although it is not the
ultimate improvement. However, if we set d k =0; and repeat the same process, we will get
more illustrative results (Figures 10 (c) and (d)). The bisection RMPC cannot generate stable
control any more, but our method still results in acceptable performance.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed an robust MPC algorithm with an arbitrary prediction horizon for
constrained systems with structured uncertainties and bounded disturbances. It possesses four
essential properties: (1) The manipulated input is optimized o -line and implemented on-line, so
that the controller is ﬂexible and e cient. (2) The closed-loop asymptotical stability can be
guaranteed automatically, and by fully partitioning the admissible state set, feasibility of the
algorithm can be also guaranteed. (3) Two new tuning variables $ Q and n are capable of adjusting
the trade-o  between system closed-loop performance and robustness. (4) The unique prediction
pattern, recursive closed-loop prediction, dramatically reduces the computational complexity of
robust MPC formulations. Based on the one-step prediction, we are able to construct robust
MPC with an arbitrary horizon length, but one-step prediction is su cient. The simulation
examples illustrate that the algorithm is e cient, reliable and ﬂexible. It is capable of eliminating
internal uncertainties completely and reducing the output disturbances dramatically. The o -
line a ne robust MPC can be applied to di erent kinds of fast or slow industrial MIMO
systems.
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Figure 9. The shrinking ellipsoidal sets for the CSTR system.
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